Stage One

Rifle loaded with 9 rounds and staged on left or right table
Shotgun staged on other table with at least 4 rounds on your person
Each pistol loaded with 5 rounds and holstered
When ready say, “Cheating card sharks, won’t stand for it, never have, never
will”.
At the beep stand and stick knife in chest of gambler. Put knife back on table.
Pick rifle up from a table and engage the rifle targets with triple taps. Put rifle
down, draw pistol and engage two pistol targets 3, 2.
With either shotgun or pistol engage the remaining targets. Shotgun will be all
four shotgun targets, any order. Last pistol will be 3,2 on the remaining pistol
targets.

Stage Two

Rifle loaded with 9 rounds and staged on left or right table
Shotgun staged on same table with the rifle, at least 4 rounds on your person
Each pistol loaded with 5 rounds and holstered
Begin standing behind either table. When ready say “Two against one? I like
the odds”.
At the beep, pick up knife and stab both gamblers.
Pick up rifle or shotgun. Sweep the rifle targets, no double taps.
Shoot the shotgun targets right to left. Each shotgun target must fall in order.
With your pistols engage the pistol targets right to left 4,1,1,4.

Man on Man

One pistol loaded with 5 rounds and holstered
Shotgun staged empty and open on your table, with at least 4 rounds on your person.
Extra shotgun shells may be used for makeup shots
One shooter will stand behind a table. The other shooter will stand behind the other
table. Both shooters will have there back to the targets, hands by your side.
At the beep both shooters will turn around and engage 5 shotgun targets with 5 pistol
rounds. Any targets left standing by the shooter will be made up with the shotgun. When
all small shotgun targets are down (8 targets) the large stop plate target will be shot.
Whoever’s stop plate target is on the bottom will be declared the winner.
Names will be drawn from a hat to determine who shoots against whom.
Winners of each round will go into a second hat to determine the next pairing. And so on
until only one person is left standing. The winner will shoot against with winner of the
consolation shoot.
Consolation Shoot:
Losers of the first round will go into a third hat for a consolation shoot. Last one left
standing from the consolation shooters will shoot against the overall winner.

